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Introducti
If you are
unfamiliar

with the

subject of
chemtrails,
then you
need to

first read

this

general
overview

of the

chemtrail

spraying
operation
that began
in earnest

in 1998.

After that.
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you can

read the "new and recent' information posted below.

New or Recent Info:

*** Important Breakthroughs in eliminating Chemtrails! Please

April 2005: The massive appearance of Sylphs in 2004 (see next paragraph below- August
2004) and their neutralization/transmutation of chemtrails into harmless elements was a
huge leap forward in neutralizing the diabolical chemtrail genocide aerosol spraying

operation, but apparently we have progressed to yet another level. People are now
reporting the ability to clear the skies of chemtrails by use of the mind alone to obtain

assistance from unseen helpers (Sylphs and others) and do the job for you based on your
focused intention. It's really amazing to see this development. I first posted an article in

2002 by Rich Work about using the mind and the the power of prayer to disperse
chemtrails. and now we see this ability coming into reality with many people. You can read

more at these links:

Slyphs & ChemtrailSj Kim Hits a Home run! (Apn^^

Can Humans Influence the Dispersion of Chemtrails? (Apr. 16, 2005)

August 2004: The very latest reports and photos are now posted on a new index page,
Sylphs & Chemtrails (http://educate-yourseif.org/cn/sylphandchemtrailindex.shtml), which

confirms, beyond all doubt, that Sylphs m^e neiUralizing, converting, and eliminating
chemtrails from the atmosphere in any local geographical area where a sufficient number of

orgone generators have been deploved to convert the dominant DOR orgone atmospheric
conditions into an OR dominated atmosphere. Read these articles to understand what Sylphs
are, what orgone generators are, and the difference between a DOR atmosphere and an OR

atmosphere. We are talking about nothing less than the demise of the chemtrail spraying
operations! Chemtrails cannot exist in the presence of these giant air elementals and are

they being destroyed as rapidly as they are being sprayed out of spew planes. You must read
these articles and see the photographic evidence for yourself All of the information posted

below is interesting and informative, but it is now HISTORY. We are winning the battle
against chemtrails and defeating the satanic traitors at their own game. Spread the word:

DEPLOY ORGONE GENERATORS IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD and you too will be
free of chemtrail laden skies!

http ://educate-yourselforg/ct/
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spraying

program, intended to keep us from attaining higher spiritual awareness/conscipusness, to
reduce ethnically targeted populations worldwide, and to induce bioengineered disease

organisms in.order to, reap,staggering profits for the pharmaceutical cartels is apparently
failing- and failing badly. I have seen the evidence here in southern California and have
read of similar reports from different regions of America. Read the articles below for an

historical overview of chemtrails and the reasons for their deployment, but don't dwell on
the negative aspects of this story because things are beginning to look up and we have good

reason for optimism! Get involved with making or obtaining grgpne generators in your
immediate environment and be part of the 'hit team' bringing down this Luciferian inspired

genocide operation.

Jan. 26, 2002. If you are just beginning to learn about Chemtrails, the introductory article
below will give you an overview of how this spraying program began in late 1997 and how

the situation stood up to early 2000. The overhead spraying of chemtrails has continued
unabated for over five years now. Thankfully, the Goodbye Chemtrails, Hello Blue Skies!
article describes a simple orgone transmutation tool called the "Chembuster" which will
physically disperse chemtrails and possibly mitigate some of their noxious energies and

immune crippling pathogens. Don Croft, a pioneer in the Chembuster's development,
discusses the observed effects of Chembusters on Chemtrails in many of his Adventures

episodes, but the "Goodbye Chemtrails" article-with detailed instructions on how to build a
Chembuster- offers new insights. You can also obtain a ready made Chembuster along with

other types of orgone generators from this web site.

closer to the

mark than most writers on the topic. The fourth article describes a metaphysical method to
destroy chemtrails that could work better than the physical method if employed by enough

people and practiced correctly. Print out these articles and pass them around. The fifth
article is a brief description of Dr. Len Horowitz's latest book {Death in the Air) on the

chemtrai! spraying program describing its sinister goals. It's a valuable resource to have in

http://educate-yourselforg/ct/
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your library. Lydia Mancini put together a good web site devoted to articles about
Chemtrails and Radar Matrix offers some ofthe most amazing radar graphics of the

unprecedented EMF/microwave assault that the military and government are bombarding
their own citizens with.

You can just sit there and passively allow these satanic traitors to rob you ofyour health,
your liberty, and your life-or you can do something to stop it. Deploying orgone generators

in your immediate environment is an easy,safe, and highly effective way to mitigate
chemtrails in your area. Join in the effort to help save yourself and humanity..

Goodbye Chemtrails. Hello Blue Skies! The Do-It-Yourself Kit for Sky Repair
(Jan. 26. 2002)

http://educate-yourselforg/ct/goodbyectsl0jan02.shtml

Slyphs & Chemtrails. Kim Hits a Homerun! (Apr. 16, 2005)*"^Important
information**

http://educate-yourself.org/lte/kimshomerun15apr05.shtml

Don Croft's Talks about Chemtrails in "Where Are We?" (Jan. 6. 2003)
http://educate-yourselforg/dc/adc50wherearewe04jan03.shtml

Chemtrails: Suppression of Human Evolution by Montalk (Nov. 11. 2002)
http://educate-yourself.org/mnt/ctsuppressionhumanevolution29sep00.shtml

Big Bad Brother's Deadly Schemes -Chemtrails (Nov. 26.2001)
http ://educate-yourself.org/cn/2001/cnbbfl4bigbadbrotherschemes26nov01.shtml

The Great Dying: The Real Reason Behind Chemtrails (Original Sept. 15. 2000)
http://educate-yourself.org/ct/ctsmindalteringability29jun04.shtml

Chemtrails: The Problem and The Solution (Mar. 1. 2002)
http://educate-yourself.org/ct/ctstheproblemandthesolutionlmar02.shtml

Death in the Air: Globalism. Terrorism & Toxic Warfare By Dr. Len Horovyitz
(May 14j 2002) http://educate-yourself.org/ct/deathintheairl4may02.shtml

Rense.com Chemtrail Data Index page
http://www.rense.com/politics6/chemdatapage.html

Radar Matrix (http://www.radarmatrix.com/)
Incredible pictures of not only ofchemtrails, but astounding radar images of EMF

bombardment and broadcasting that this government is raining down on its citizens. Great
pictures of the weather effects from HAARP. Lots of good stuff there. Check it out.

Anomalous Phenomenon Associated with Chemtrails

Brendan James has incredible photos of anomalous aerial objects and strange phenomenon
seenv^thchemtrails postedat his very interesting website, http://vyww.chem-trails.org

http://educate-yourself.org/ct/ 11/15/2005
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Go there!

^ Recent Postings on Chemtrails

Aircraft Mechanic Discusses Chemtrail Sprav Equipment Aboard Commercial
Aircraft (Apr. 18, 2005)

http://educate-yourself.org/cn/chemspewermechanics17apr05.shtml

Can Humans Influence the Dispersion ofChemtrails? (Apr. 16, 2005)
http://educate-yourself.org/lte/humansinfluencectdispersionl6apr05.shtml

'Jim Phelps' and His 'Chemtrails Overview' (Apr. 15, 2005)
http://educate-yourself.org/lte/jimphelpschemtrailarticle15apr05.shtml

"Blasting", Alternative Defense Against Chemtrails (Mar. 4, 2005)
http://educate-yourself.org/lte/blastingchemtrails04mar05.shtml

New Chemtrail web site: CHEMTRAILS-POISQN FROM THE SKIES
http://home.iae.nl/users/lightnet/world/chemtrailsworld.htm

Chemtrails And Vaccines: What You Didn't Know About Vaccines And

Human/Animal Husbandry (Feb. 19, 2005)
http://educate-yourself.org/cn/chemtrailsandvaccines14feb05.shtml

^ Chemtrails OverPennsylvania (Dec. 29, 2004)
http://www.rense.com/general61/chemo.htm

The Nazi Flu Bv Dr. Len Horowitz (Dec. 28, 2004)
http://educate-yourself.org/cn/naziflu28dec04.shtml

Chemtrails, "It's as imple as that!" (Oct. 19, 2004)
http://educate-yourself.org/lte/chemtrailsareimple19oct04.shtml

Chemtrails Over Bangkok (Oct. 17, 2004)
http://educate-yourself.org/lte/chemtrailsoverbangkokl7oct04.shtml

Shocking NASA Satellite Photo of SE America, Contrails or Con? (Oct.l3,
2004)

http://educate-yourself.org/cn/nasaconphoto13oct04.shtml

Svlphs vs Chemtrails Over Southeastern Wisconsin (Sep. 13. 2004)
http://educate-yourself.org/lte/sylphsoverwisconsin13sep04.shtml

Sylphs Over Holland, Part 3 (Sep. 10, 2004)
http://educate-yourself.org/cn/sylphs3overholland09sep04.shtml

Sylphs Over Holland. Part 2 (Sep. 3,2004)
http://educate-yourself.org/cn/sylphs overholland30aug04.shtml

http://educate-yourself.org/ct/ 11/15/2005
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Chemtrails Over New Hampshire (Aug. 25. 2004)
http://educate-yourselforg/ct/ctsovemewhampshire25aug04.shtml

The Sylph Letter. Part 2 (Aug. 13, 2004)
http://educate-yourselforg/ct/sylphletterpartB05aug04.shtml

The Svlph Letter (Aug. 5. 2004)
http://educate-yourself.org/ct/sylphletter05aug04.shtml

Chemtrails or Contrails? Are We Really. Being Sprayed? by G. Edward.Griffin
(Julv"7r2004)

Dramatic Improvement in Skies Over Orange County. California since May.
2004 (June 24. 2004)

http://educate-yoxjrselforg/dc/improvedskiessouthemcalifshtml

Chemtrails. The final Verdict (June 23. 2004)
http://www.jackblood.com/index/id38.html

Aerosol and Electromagnetic Weapons in the Age ofNuclear War (June 21.
2004)

http://educate-yourself.org/tb/worthingtonaerosolandelectromagweapons01jun04.shtml

Regarding Chemtrail Naysavers (May 17.2004)
http://educate-yourselforg/lte/chemtrailnaysayers 17may04.shtml

USA Today Ridicules Chemtrails (Mar. 18. 2004)
http://educate-yourselforg/ct/usatodayrediculeschemtrailsl8mar04.shtml

Chem Trails (Mar. 15. 2004)
http://educate-yourselforg/lte/chemspacetrailsl5mar04.shtml

Anatomy of a HAARP Attack: From Mostly Cloudy to Clear in 20 Minutes!
(Mar. 14. 2004)

http://educate-yourselforg/ct/anatomyhaarpattackl4mar04.shtml

Aren't Chemtrails Also Poisoning the Secret Goverment Plotters? (Mar. 12.
2004)

http://educate-yourselforg/lte/arechemtrailspoisoningplottersl2mar04.shtml

U.S. Postal Service to Issue Chemtrail Stamp Designs (Feb. 11. 2004)
http://educate-yourselforg/ct/postalctstamps11feb04.shtml

The Reason for Chemtrails (Jan. 24. 2004)
http://educate-yourselforg/ct/reasonsforchemtrails24jan04.shtml

Pink Chemtrail Sunsets (Oct. 28. 2003)

http://educate-yourselforg/ct/ 11/15/2005
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http://educate-yourself.org/cn/pinkchemtrailssunset23oct03.shtml

Operation Rain Dance
http://educate-yourselforg/ct/operationraindance.shtmI

The Suspicious Case of Dr. Larry C. Ford and BioFem, Inc
http://educate-yourselforg/ct/irvinecanistersandbioweaponslOmarOO.shtmI

Ethnically Targeted Chemtrail Diseases (July 27, 2003')
http://educate-yourself.org/ct/ethniclycreateddiseases27jul03.shtml

Chemtrmls Laced_with Disease Organisms For Population Reduction & Profit

http://educate-yourselforg/ct/sprayingdiseasesviachemtrails27jul03.shtml

The Conspiracy of Chemtrails. Ten Problems by Mark Davey (June 9,_ 2003)
http://educate-yourselforg/cn/ctstenproblems09jun03.shtml

Waking Up to Chemtrail Disinfo (May 9. 2003')
http://educate-yourselforg/cn/wakinguptoctdisinfo09may03.shtml

Metaphysics of Immunity: SARS and Chemtrails by Montalk ( May 8. 2003')
http://educate-yourselforg/cn/metaphysicsofimmunity07may03.shtml

Channeler Seeks Opinion on Chemtrails (Oct. .15, 2002)
http://educate-yourselforg/lte/channelerseekschemtrailopinionl5oct02.shtml

Latest From ZetaTalk on The Chemtrail Genocide Agenda (May 3. 2002)
http://educate-yourselforg/ct/latestfromzetatalk3may02.shtml

The Best Internet site for Chemtrail infp is from Chris Carnicom
(http://www.carnicom.com/contrails.htm)

Good Photos and Articles on Chemtrails
(http://www.anomalies-unlimited.com/Chemtrails.html)

The most current articles on Chemtrails are posted at this link
(http://www.sightings.com/politics6/chemdatapage.html)

For over a year,
the military has
been spraying

the skies

throughout
America,

http://educate-yourself.org/ct/
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Canada, and

now parts of Exjrope (including Britain, France, and the Netherlands) with substances that
^ ^ were initially referred to as "mystery contrails", but later were named "chemtrails" by

investigative reporter and author William Thomas. When questioned, military and
government officials either deny any knowledge of these sprayings outright or they offer
unbelievable and ludicrous explanations that only a moron could believe. Joe Burton has

been aggressively investigating and reporting on this story from early on. Apparently he had
been too aggressive, because his house had been targeted for direct spraying by low flying,
unmarked aircraft. In a story posted Feb. 15.1999. Joe reports the physical symptoms that
his family and his pet have been experiencing from the sprayings. Joe believes that many of

these military tankers responsible for the sprayings are remote controlled aircraft, but A1
Cuppet (6 years with the US Joint Chiefs of Staff) has told radio talk show host Jeff Rense
during interviews on June 1.1999. May 16. 1999. and May 7. 1999 felt that many of these
tanker planes were more likely being flown by foreign pilots, possibly Chinese or Russian.

Some Background
Symptoms from Chemtrail sprayings

A One, Two Punch?

On February 20,1999, strange "Contrails" were reported over Long Island, NY by
'concerned citizens' who also took photos. These photos reveal the characteristic "X" mark
seen in almost all cases of chemtrails. Earlier this year, reports by Ken Welch have been

posted on various sites on the Internet. His reports are titled Contrail Spraying ofCities is
Real Part 1 , Part II. and Part III These articles chronicle Ken's apprehension and dismay at
the discovery that the United States government was brazenly spraying the skies of southern

Texas on April 9,1999 with Chemtrails. Ken has also posted E-mails at his web site that
were sent to him in May '99 of reports of sprayings over South Carolina and Indiana. In

June, a report from Florida said that sprayings had been going on for weeks over the Ft
Lauderdale and Jacksonville areas, including military bases.

It is being reported that people with average or below average immunity are experiencing
pneumonia-like respiratory symptoms, while people with stronger immunity are only
experiencing slight discomfort for a day or two or no symptoms at all. Some people have

gotten very ill and the symptoms seem to keep returning after a short period of
improvement. It's possible that some ofthese sprayings might contain special bioengineered

pathogens designed to affect only certain racial groups.

Radio talk show host Jeff Rense has offered the idea that these sprayed pathogens might be
part ofa Binary weapon system. In other words, a second substance might be required
(aerial spraying or substances added to the water supply for example) to bring out the

virulent phase of the pathogen, but of course this is only speculation. Rick Malinowski's
long and detailed ailicle also suggest the notion of a 2 or 3 part piggy back element to the
chemtrail sprayings. My own suspicions are that these sprayings are intended for multiple
purposes including low level population reduction (see NWO Population ControO. mind

control and/or tracking, and to foster weakness and apathy among the general population in
anticipation of the New World Order takeover agenda which will likely include the

imposition ofmartial law (a sickly population is a lot more controllable and compliant than
a healthy, vigorous one).

http://educate-yourself.org/ct/ 11/15/2005
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William Thomas
William Thomas was the first reporter to attract national attention to the chemtrails issue.
He has been interviewed many times on the Art Bell Radio show to discuss the chemtrails

story and has many excellent articles and Photos posted at his own web site as well as other
locations including-Jeff Rense's Sightings on the Radio . Thomas has concluded that these

sprayings are genocidal in nature and are intended to reduce or weaken the general
population. In a November '99 interview with Art Bell, Thomas also voiced the idea that

there might be a mind control element to the most recent spraying, since many people are
reporting mental confusion and depression following recent sprayings. Thomas has

reminded radio listeners that the government has had a long history of exposing tlie public
to biological pathogens without their knowledge or consent.

Thomas has also reported that spraying samples have been analyzed and have revealed that
many deadly and toxic pathogens have been found including Mycoplasma Fermetens

Incognitus (Ae SAME bioengineered pathogen that Dr Garth Nicholson had discovered
in about 45% of the veterans who came down with Gulf War Illness). Thomas found that
Mycoplasma, however, was only ONE pathogen among a group ofhighly toxic biohazard

substances analyzed from the chemtrail residues.

Why?
The evidence is obvious and plentiful that these sprayings have been taking place almost
daily since the Fall of'98 and many people have gotten sick and undoubtedly some have
died from the effects of these pathogen/toxin sprayings, but the $64 question is WHY ?

Some writers have wistfully speculated that the government is trving to vaccinate us against
a coming plague ofbio terrorist origin. Most people would like to believe that, but the

evidence is too strong in the opposite direction. Of course, sprayings might have different
intentions for different sectors of the population: Possible population reduction for the
weak and immune compromised; possible vaccine protection intended for certain ethnic
groups; and possible ID tracking. It's hard to say. Only insiders know the real story, or

more probably know some parts ofAe Real Story.

What most Americans don't realize is that the upper echelons of the United States
government is no longer a government "of, by, and for" the people (See the New World

Order). The United States govemment-aj with all other major governments ofthe world-is
under the total domination and control of the Illuminati (architects of the so-called New

World Order). The Illuminati's plan to reduce the global population by 4 billion people
before the year 2050 was laid out in the Global 2000 report assembled by the Carter

administration, in the late 70's.

It should be obvious-that in order to REDUCE the world's population from its present size
ofsix billion down to 2 billion {even over a fifty year span) would require that the

majority of people now living would have to be exterminated in some way. The amazing
thing about the Illuminati is that they place all their ghastly plans right out in the open for

evervone to see, if people would only look and read what they are saying.

Debunkers
A genocidal operation of this size and scope would require the Illimiinati controllers to
promote contravening propaganda in the opposite direction in order to limit or defuse

http://educate-yourselforg/ct/ 11/15/2005
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political agitation, possible retaliatory action, and to quell the concerns of the average
American who might stumble upon the chemtrail story. It's Standard Operating Procedure

for the Illuminati. For example, when Senate committee hearings took place a few years ago
(early '90's) on re-examining the Kennedy assassination, just coincidentally an author (and
CIA asset) by the name of Gerald Posner, who had recently published a book titled "Case

Closed", suddenly appears on the national scene. In his book, Posner claimed
unequivocally that Oswald was the lone assassin, that there was no conspiracy involving

others, and that the Warren Commission was correct in its original findings. Reviews of his
opinions and that of his book received front page coverage throughout mainstream media.

Frontline produced a 2 hour "documentary" on Posner's claims which failed to offer
opposing views by other Kennedy assassination investigators/authors to refute or take issue

with Posner's position.

In 1997, on the 50 year anniversary of the Roswell, New Mexico UFO Crash of 1947, the
government offered up a high ranking Air Force officer to make an utter fool of himself on

national TV (CNN) by stating that the so called "bodies" of aliens beings-which were
recovered from the Roswell crash-were "in fact" really only test dummies that the Air Force

had sent aloft to see how they would fare under crash conditions. This orchestrated and
staged press conference had alreadv stated that the dummies were deployed in 1954. When
one reporter asked this Air Force officer what the connection was between a 1954 test of
crash dummies and the 1947 Roswell UFO crash, the stunned officer could only mumble

that apparently "time compression" had "taken place". It was a Golden Moment for those of
us who rail against the unending stream of lies and unmitigated deception fostered upon the

American public by the (corportate/Illuminati controlled) mainstream media and
government spokesmen.

[Update January 2002]
The party line from chemtrail debunkers has changed over the past 3 years. Early on,

debunkers wanted the public to think that chemtrails were really just ordinary contrails that
were persisting longer than usual due to changing atmospheric conditions and similar tripe.

Later, debukers needed to create some sort of logical excuse for chemtrails and were
peddling the aerial immimization against 'terrorists' biologicals or solar wind protection

gambit.

Lately, the current unofficial party line seems to be
1. protection of the ozone layer,

2. secret military radar blanketing technology,
3. aerosol 'vaccinations' of some sort and

4. some vague reference to 'protection from aliens' (??? you got me).

Debunkers v^ll usually offer themselves as experts or authorities on chemtrails and will
always give you a good mixture of real info layered in with their hidden propaganda
message. Another trait I've noticed from debunkers is the the sheer volume of their

presentation coupled with a lot of technical jargon, scientific looking graphs and pictures to
bolster the image of scientific validity and depth of investigation. But ifyou read their

'reports' carefully enough, you can spot the party line. Lastly, debunkers will usually yell
"fraud" the loudest for those articles or reporters that hit closest to home where truth is

concerned. A good place to start honing your discernment skills is with the highly circulated
and often referenced"Chemtrails Report".

http://educate-yourself.org/ct/ 11/15/2005
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Do not assume that you are helpless to do anything

I've photographed chemtrails in my area on many occasions and I've been breathingthe
fallout from these sprayings right along with everyone else, but I haven't come down with

any symptoms or discomfort yet. If you build up (or possess) your immunity to a high
enough level, you can resist most any pathogen. There are numerous ways in which

people can improve their self defense by learning how to boost immunity.

What to do

Prepare by building up your immune system. A sufficiently strengthened immune system
can withstand a far greater biological assault than the designers of these highly virulent

"killer microbes" would have the world believe. It's important to remember that ANY lethal
biological organism, whether it be a virus, bacteria, togus, or parasite, has to replicate
itself in your body in order to harm you. This includes those weapons grade 'super killer

microbes' that Russia, the United States., Israel, Iraq, China, and other countries have
developed. The conventional orthodox method to acquire protection against a deadly

organism is to administer a vaccine that is specifically tailored with inactivated microbes of
the killer bug or fragments of its protein shell. The body produces antibodies against this

specific antigen and provides immunity in the event of exposure. Undoubtedly, the
designers of these killer bugs and members of the elite who are "inside the loop" have

already been vaccinated for their protection. BUT, there are other ways to acquire
protection, that the rest ofus can utilize.

As stated elsewhere on this site, a sufficientlystrengthened immune system can withstand
practically any biological assault. I've put together a page called Immunity Boosting which
will outline a nimiber of steps you can take to boost your immunity. At the very least, take
colloidal silver on a regular basis. Even ifyou did nothing else to improve your immunity

(and you should), colloidal silver will substantially increase your germ fighting capabilities
since no bug, even a bioengineered one, can develop a resistance to its germicidal action.

Web sites with in-depth coverage of Chemtrails (posted November 1999)
One of the most articulate, succint and cogent report assembledto date on the chemtrails
story comes from Rick Malinowski. Take the time to read his excellent reportage carefiilly

and thoroughly. His stoiy is avialable on the web at: (old url deleted)
http://home.earthlink.net/~wolfmind/ (*Rick's new web site as of 2/27/00)

Other informative and interesting web sites include:
1) http://strangchaze.freeservers.com/index.html

2) http://www.contrailconnectiQn.com/
3) http://www.islandnet.com/--wilco

4) Cliff Camicom (http://www.camicom.coni/contrails.htm)
Good site for chemtrail infomation, but overly cautious and worried about upsetting The
Powers That Be to call a spade a spade. Informative all the same with many good photos.

http://educate-yourselforg/ct/ 11/15/2005
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Free Newsletter

Email Address:

Subscribe

Join the Educate-Yourself Discussion Forum

All information posted on this web site is the opinion of the author and is provided for educational
purposes only. It is not to be construed as medical advice. Only a licensed medical doctor can legally

offer medical advice in the United States. Consult the healer of your choice for medical care and
advice.
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